
 

[My Name] 
[My Address] 
[My Adress] 

[My Phone Number] 
[My Email Address] 

 
[Date] 
 
[BANKE NAME Human Resources] 
[Street] 
[City] 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
this year, I will be starting my undergraduate studies at [European target uni]. I have only recently been                  
introduced to [X Bank] by fellow alumni from my school, but was impressed with the client-centric                
culture and mindset to which [X Bank]’s framework was founded right away. Hence, I am interested in                 
obtaining an insight into Investment Banking and experience your culture to prepare for a possible career                
at [X Bank] after participating in your Insight Program. 
 
[X Bank] differentiates itself by steadily following the latest innovative approaches. Creative solutions             
benefitting employees and clients alike are targeted. Leading to globally renowned deals such as the [Deal                
name] takeover, which lead to pinnacle advancements in the [industry name]world. And while operating              
in more than 50 countries across the globe, the company still focuses on vernacular work, making [X                 
Bank] a symbol of trust and reliability within the world of business. 
 
Having been exposed to the financial services sector while participating in external university-level             
courses throughout my secondary school, I was able to blend my experiences with a fundamental               
understanding of economic and financial aspects. Moreover, I was able to further enhance this skills by                
partaking in Accounting and Finance courses during my exchange year in the United States as well as at                  
events such as “[event name]”, where I developed investment strategies together with experts from              
Deutsche Bank and Blackrock. As a result, my interest towards investment banking has been raised ever                
since. I am absolutely fascinated by the result-driven environment and the steep learning curve. I have                
also come to the conclusion that Investment Banking allows me to take on new challenges, while also                 
giving me the opportunity of having a visible impact on society and its many industries. 
 
One of my key assets is leadership skills. During my four years of serving as one of the board members of                     
the “[YOUTH PARTY]””, the student group of the party “[Name of PARTY]””, I was able to gain a great                   
deal of leadership skills. The coordination of local groups of the initiative “[NAME]”, a stock simulation                
aimed at secondary education students with 12,000 active participants, also helped me to increase this               
skill. What is more, I have also pursued an internship at [FIRM NAME], gaining an insight into asset                  
management and working in insurance and wealth management. Thus, my accounting and financing             
skills were further solidified, and a foundation of valuation and Excel modelling skills was established. 
  
Finally, my in-depth academic studies have helped me improve my analytical and critical thinking skills.               
This, ultimately, lead to me winning an award at the national science competition “[competition name]” in                
cooperation with the [company name]. 
  
I am looking forward to meeting you and experiencing Investment Banking at [X bank]. Thank you very                 
much for your time and consideration.  
 
Sincerely, 
[My name] 

 


